Development and validation of prediction models for the QUiPP App v.2: a tool for predicting preterm birth in women with symptoms of threatened preterm labor.
To develop enhanced prediction models to update the QUiPP app, a tool for predicting spontaneous preterm birth in women with symptoms of threatened preterm labour (TPTL), incorporating risk factors, transvaginal ultrasound assessment of cervical length (CL, mm) and cervicovaginal fluid quantitative fetal fibronectin test results (qfFN). Participants were pregnant women between 23+0 and 34+6 weeks' gestation with symptoms of TPTL, recruited as part of four prospective cohort studies carried out at 16 UK hospitals between October 2010 and October 2017. The training set comprised all women where outcomes were known at May 2017 (n=1032). The validation set comprised women where outcomes were gathered between June 2017 and March 2018 (n=506). Parametric survival models were developed for three combinations of predictors: risk factors plus qfFN test, risk factors plus CL only, and risk factors plus both tests. The best models were selected using the Akaike and Bayesian information criteria. The estimated probability of delivery before 30, 34 or 37 weeks' gestation and within 1 or 2 weeks of testing was calculated and Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves were created to demonstrate the diagnostic ability of the prediction models. Predictive statistics were similar in training and validation sets. Areas under the ROC curves (validation set) demonstrated good prediction at all time points, particularly in the combination of risk factors plus qfFN model: 0.96 (<30 weeks); 0.85 (<34 weeks); 0.77 (<37 weeks); 0.91 (<1 week) and 0.92 (<2 weeks). Validation of these prediction models suggests the QUiPP v.2 app can reliably calculate risk of preterm delivery in women with TPTL. Use of the QUiPP app in practice could lead to better targeting of intervention, while providing reassurance and avoiding unnecessary intervention in women at low risk. This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.